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A list of 100 common adjectives that describe people negatively Most people will consider the personality traits described by the adjective personality below to be bad or negative. This is usually true, but remember that there may be exceptions. For example, for a police officer aggressive can be a negative trait while for a boxer it may indeed belong to a positive adjective of personality. aggressive
aloofarrogantbelligerentbig-headedbitchyboastfulbone-idleboringcallouscantankerouscareless2lessclingcompulsivecowardlycruelcunningdeceitfuldetddishonestdogdog maticfinickyflirtatiousfoolfoolhardyimpatimpoliteimpulsiveinconsideinconsistentindecisiveincreeflexibleinterferinginMaferchiavellianmaterialisticmeanmis erlynarrow-
mindednastynaughtyobssiveobstinateovercriticalparsimoniouspatronizingperversepessimisticpompousposessessivequarrelquick-temperedsarcasticsecretiveselfishselsel f-centredself-indulgentsillysneakystingystubbornstupidtactlesstimidtouchythoughtlessunkindunpredictableunreliableuntidy Here's a good bar chart that clearly shows how multiple units does compared to each other based on the same
criteria. Since this graph can display positive and negative development very well, I will call it a positive negative bar schedule. Our chart will show a change in profits from 2012 to 2013 for 10 companies. Here are the steps to build this chart: This is our baseline data: We need to calculate the difference in profits. Now add another column to the right that shows the % difference (from the 2012 figures). This
is the data we're going to visualize. In order to create a good look and respond charts, we need to separate positive and negative values before building our chart. Thus, any change in values will automatically affect our chart. Add two more columns to the right, which shows only positive and only negative values. The purpose of this will become clearer in the next phase. Now insert a bar cluster chart while
you've selected a blank box, and open the Select Data interface. Select a range of data, as shown below. Here's what your chart should look like at this stage: Here are the adjustments you need to make on the chart: Options Category: Select categories in reverse order. Category options: Select a label position as low. Remove the horizontal axis and mesh lines. Add tags for the %Difference series. Set a
series overlap of up to 0% Set a width gap of up to 25% your schedule should look like this after adjusting above: Now another round of adjustments: Change fill the color for positive Diff. series like green. Change the filling color for the Negative Diff series. It's as red as it is. Add the main horizontal mesh lines and set the mesh lines to a very light grey. Add a chart header, enter by your liked name and
slightly reduce the font size. Here's the current schedule (we're almost done): To change the profit amount of the label, we're going to use the trick. Set to fill the color of the D3 cells to D12 until white. Set the font color of this range to 8pt. Now copy the paste range as a related image. Organize empty space on the right side of the chart (stretch the chart to the right and then plot the area to the left). Drag
this tied picture and place it on the empty space you just organized. Stretch the image to the values between the connected grid lines. Here's the final graph: To download this chart follow the link below: Download the Positive Negative Bar Chart Download frequently asked questions Please feel free to leave a comment for your questions and/or suggestions. If you act on stage and don't have real furniture,
you can use pretend furniture instead. You can put things on an imaginary table. You can have breakfast at an imaginary table. You can chop vegetables on an imaginary table. But to make it feel real, you also have to walk around the table when you want to get somewhere. The moment you walk through the table, the illusion is broken. Now the audience can ignore the table, so they deliberately do not
understand what happened. But as soon as someone walks across the table, the audience will automatically stop believing in him. They just won't know why. Shredding vegetables on the table is a positive characteristic. Never walking around the table is a negative characteristic. In general, a positive characteristic when wondering what you have done is something, and a negative characteristic when it is
interesting that you never do something. (Or that you always do something that's like a never-never-do thing.) I think about it a lot for the characters in my stories. When I project a character, I think: what are some interesting things this character does? Maybe ze is sad a lot, or plays sports, or drinks the blood of the living. This part is a positive characteristic. But what interesting things does this character
ever do? Maybe ze never laughs, or never dishonestly, or never enters the house uninvited. In Voldemort's Children, where Harry's abusers told Earth not to ask questions, I made Harry never ask questions (at least for most of the story). The other main characters have an important negative characteristic as well. Negative characterization is harder to write, and harder to notice, but equally important.
Many stories, especially from inexperienced writers, have walks around the table moments. Let's say a character has to panic and freeze when something bad happens. Thus, the writer forces The Earth to do it several times in history. But at some point, there's a scene that just says everyone's running away from a monster or something, and the writer just doesn't explain how that particular character
handled it. For the character to be truly distinctive, you want the earth to never respond to a crisis without panicking for at least two points. To be fair, it can be hard to do. Have you already thought about the plot you want to write, characters are always trying to spoil it. This writer just wanted everyone to run away so that he could work with this story. For me, a lot of scenes would be easier write if I could
just Harry ask a question. But if you want your negative profile to be effective, you have to do it right every time. If you want Harry to learn something, you always need a reason why someone explains it unasked. If an extremely independent character follows along with the band, you should always show why they wanted to be there. If there's a vampire in the house, you should always explain who invited
Earth. Finally, if your negative characteristic has been consistent for most of the story, there are times when you can intentionally break it for great effect. The moment a silent character speaks for the first time can be overwhelming. Or the moment when the joker gets serious. Or a man who never smiles, finally smiling. If you have a character who always checks everything and takes all precautions, you
can show the urgency of the crisis by having the land rush without checking anything. If you've done it very well, the reader will instantly know that the crisis is just by how the character acts before you even reveal what happened. But just as breaking negative characteristics can make a powerful point, you can also make a powerful point when you support it, but with a new value. Maybe the silent character
is the only one who does not swear allegiance to the new tyrant. Maybe the joker keeps telling jokes while everything falls apart around the earth. Maybe the cautious character won't take the time to check everything out, even while the bad guys are breaking down the door. Thinking about negative characterization helps me write stories. It also helps me understand why I love or dislike other people's
stories. It is a powerful tool that can be used in different ways. - Eli Approximate readability: 8.19 (3455 characters, 744 words, 48 sentences, 4.64 characters per word, 15.50 words per sentence) 14 MINUTE READ Metrics →← a fast start to the main so you want to become a better person by building good character traits? Perhaps you would like to be kinder, loving, or generous. Or you look at the
characters you admire and wish you had their discipline, patience or dirt. At this point, skeptics may say: But it is impossible! or I've just been born that way. The good news is that they don't know what they're about. That doesn't mean the path is fast or easy. It requires sacrifice, perseverance and effort. But the rewards are worth it. Because here's the thing: the only difference between you and your
characters is character. When you reforge your nature, you will find their steps easier to follow. But where does this journey begin? What should you take with you? Who is it? By the end of this article, you'll have the answers to all these questions. You'll also have: a list of 99 good character traits to inspire you, Free cost tracking templates to support you, and a robust five-step process to guide every step of
your character character Let's get started! What are character traits? One way to better understand character traits is to identify three closely related ideals: core values, personality traits and personality traits. While these terms are often used interchangeably, they have different definitions: core values (also as personal values) are theoretical ideals of thought, word or words; Personality traits describe
public, external behavior; and character traits describe their own personal, internal compass. The main focus of this guide is to create good character traits. To understand why this is a priority, let's dive deeper. Core values vs. personality and characterSes I don't talk much about core values with my clients. Here's why: Values describe ideas; Sweats describe actions; and actions speak louder than abstract
ideas. Anyone can claim or seek tolerance or equality. But it's not as long as these values are expressed through the actions they become traits. And it's not until they become traits that they affect you and the people around you. When you focus on values, there is a tendency to talk a lot and then set and forget. You decide to be kind, generous and loving. You can even write down those words. But until
you change the way you act them when it matters, core values are nothing more than ideas. That's why we focus on character traits here. The obsession with values is always distracted by the halfway line when your gaze has to be fixed on the end zone. Personality Traits vs. Characters Traits The second important difference between personality traits and personality traits. We all know people whose
appearance doesn't always match their true colors. Who cares more about being seen as humble, selfless or thoughtful than about having these things. Who put on good deeds but betray their heart under pressure. This is a significant separation between personality traits and personality traits. Personality traits describe what you do, character traits describe who you are. When the stakes are high or your
ability to pretend to be low, the character always wins. Character Traits Definition is why I focus on character traits. I'm not here to teach you to say beautiful words or to be a good actor. The goal is to help you redefine the essence of your being. Basic values are theoretical ideas, positive personality traits can be modeled, but positive personality traits go right into our heart. They are deep-rooted, long-term
models of action, reaction and compromise that become difficult to forge when we are stressed or tired. List of positive character traits: 99 examples and definitions that will help you start another great way to understand traits with lots of examples. To that end, I've compiled a long list of good character traits from various sources: Marcus Aurelius (Summary), Stephen Coie 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People (Summary), religious texts and even handbooks for aspiring samurai and knighthoods. This list is not exhaustive - you can longer above. But what you find below is a comprehensive collection of 99 common good features and personal qualities from high-quality sources. I also supplemented them with definitions based mainly on the Oxford English Dictionary. Don't let this list overwhelm you. Skim
through it, let it soak up and feel free to make note of any traits that particularly inspire you. When you are done, we will cover a hands-on step-by-step process to build them into your life. Here's a list of character traits: Active - Alerts, lively and ready to engage vigorously.  ♂ ️ adaptive - The desire to change in response to circumstances. Affability - Friendly, good-natured or easy to talk about.
Affectionate - Showing love or tenderness. Warning - Clear-thinking and intellectually active. Ambitious - Having the desire and determination to succeed.  Attentive - Paying close attention to the comfort or wishes of others. Strict - Disavowing comfort or luxury. Balanced - Enjoying harmony and stability. ⚖️ Charitable - Be well-intentioned. Careful and showing thoughts or attention. Characteristic - Show
of strength and originality in its nature. Charitable - Kind and tolerant in the evaluation of others. Creative - The manifestation of ingenuity and the use of imagination. ️ - Showing empathy and caring for others. Self-confident - confident in its value, abilities and qualities. Attentive - Shown carefully thought not to inconvenience or harm others. Co-op - Performing readily with requests to achieve mutual
goals. Manly - Able to do what one is afraid of. Curious - Show a strong desire to learn or learn something new. Reliable is to be reliable and reliable. Defined - Showing the firmness of the goal.  Diligent - work carefully and persistently. Disciplined - Doing what one knows they should do (even if they don't feel like it). Impassive - Staying rational and impartial. Submissive - faithfully or obediently doing
his duty. Encouragement is to give others support, confidence or hope. Energetic - Shown either involving great activity or vitality.  Enthusiasm - Showing intense and eager exercise, interest or approval. Excellent - Being outstanding or very good.  Faithful - Staying faithful and persistent. Flexible - Ready and able to adapt to different circumstances. Forgiveness - Without feeling angry or indignant at
crimes or mistakes. Friendly - Be supportive and conducive to others. Modest - Economical or economical with money or food. Generous - Ready to give more than necessary or expected. Gritty - Showing courage, determination and strength of character. Hardworking - Working with energy and commitment.  Harmonious - Be free from disagreement or dissent. Honest - No deception; truthful and The
Honourable - Knowledge and do what is morally correct. Hope - Feeling or inspiring optimism about the future event. Modest - modest or low view of its importance. Independent - Thinking and acting for yourself. Yourself. - Hardworking and hardworking. Integrous - Honest and strong moral principles. The initiative is to evaluate things and take action on your own. Simply - Lead according to what is morally
correct and fair. Kind - be friendly, generous and considerate. Liberal - Respect for behavior and opinions is different from its own. Listening - Pay attention and make an effort to hear others.  alive - full of life and energy; active and outgoing. Logically - Acting on the basis of clear, sound reasoning. To love - to feel and show deep, unselfish affection to others. Loyal - Showing firm and constant support or
loyalty. Merciful - Showing compassion or forgiveness to those who have harmed them. Methodical - Ordered and systematic in thought or behavior. Mindful - Conscious and aware of the present moment. Moderate - Avoiding excess or extremes. Modest - Unpretentious in assessing their abilities. Neat - neat, smart, or well-organized. Open - Accepting and receptive to change or new ideas. Ordered - Neat
and methodical.  is organized - effectively structured, systematic and efficient. Passionate - Having, showing, or driven by strong feelings or beliefs. Patient - Waiting, not tired of waiting. Permanent - Continuing firmly, despite difficulties or opposition. Polite - Acting respectfully and politely. Pragmatically , to act intelligently, realistically and practically. Prudent - By caring and thinking about the future.
Punctual - Doing things in a consistent or proper time. Purposefully - Showing determination or determination. The quality - Displaying the overall perfection of the standard or level. Rational - Thinking and acting according to reason or logic.  Reasonable - Having common sense; fair and reasonable. Reliable - Consistently good in quality or performance. Resolute is remarkably purposeful, determined
and unwavering. Respect - Showing respect for the feelings, desires, or rights of others. Righteous - Acting according to what is morally correct. Self-Discipline - Do what one knows they should do (even if they don't feel like it). Self-control - Managing emotions and desires in difficult situations. Self-confidence is knowing traits and predispositions and effectively managing them. Silent - More inclined to
listen than to speak. Sincere - Free from pretense or deception. Simple - Representing no difficulty for others. Stable - Unchanged; it's not easy to upset or disturb. Persistent - Resolutely or obediently firm and unwavering. Strong - Not easily disturbed, upset, or affected. Support - Providing support or emotional help to others. Moderate - Showing moderation and restraint. Thrifty - Using resources carefully
and not wasteful. Tidy - Neat, orderly and controlled. Truthfully - to speak or The truth; Honest. Reliable - Can rely on both honest or truthful.  selfless - Writing needs or wishes of others before your own. Valiant - Possessing or showing courage or determination. Vitaliy - to be strong, active and and Warm - Showing enthusiasm, affection, or kindness. Wise - Experience, knowledge and good judgments
are shown. (You can send yourself a huge list of 800 positive, neutral and negative character traits (albeit without definitions) using the form at the top of this post. And if you're here because you're a writer, you can enjoy this amazing post on how to find freelance writing jobs from my buddy Kevin while you're at it!) How to embody the Good Character Traits Secret of developing good character traits
realizing that each trait is a constellation of deeply ingrained habits. For example, modesty describes many small patterns of thinking, words, and deeds that create patterns of behavior that are consistent with our idea of modesty. But here's the problem. Because unlike big habits, the building blocks of character traits are difficult to choose and isolate. What is tolerance, curiosity or acceptance? Determining
the amounts by their parts is a challenge. And even if we could know these thousands of sub-habits, there would be too many of them to work. That's why the approach to character traits should be a little different from how we build habits. From typing to tracking-based output, what we need is a system similar to the habit of hacking, but more of a weekend focus. This system measures the results of our
actions, not whether they took place or not. The solution (first described in Benjamin Franklin's excellent autobiography) is to turn the habit of tracking on the head. Instead of tracking habits (entry) to change your behavior (exit), you'll track behavior (exit) to change your habits (entry). In particular, you will track every behavior that does not correspond to the desired character trait. 5 steps to hacking your
character Traits If this explanation sounds overwhelming, the good news is that it's time to get practical. Creating new features in your character is incredibly simple and has five reliable steps: Let's look at each step in more detail. Step 1: Identify the good character traits that inspire you The first step in our process is to identify a few positive characteristics that inspire you. Building character traits is a long
way off. Starting with those that excite you (rather than the ones you think you should work on) will make you more likely to succeed. There are two main ways to solve this problem: a long list approach or a hero approach. For a long list approach - re-read the list of good character traits above and note any traits that jump on you. I don't think so. You should easily find 10 or more ideas in a few minutes. For
the hero's approach is to make a list of the people who inspire you the most. Dead or alive, facts or fiction, all options are good. When it's done, reflect on the two or three traits you look up in each of these people. Both approaches work well, although one of the great advantages of the hero's approach is that it opens up what I call hero-based thinking. Depicting your hero and thinking about what they
would have done in this situation makes the whole process more interesting and inspiring. Many decisions and compromises become easier to make. Step 2: Prioritize one Trait at a time, although the process of developing character traits is simple, it can also be challenging. Taking on too many traits at once can deter you from changing anything. The solution is to start with one and then add more as you
go. To choose one character trait you should start with, look at your shortlist and ask: Which of these traits would most change my life if I embodied it? Narrow your choice to multiple candidates and then choose one to get started with. Most of you will want to decide three, four or five values at a time. My recommendation is to resolutely resist this temptation. You can think of it that way. If you could embody
even one trait as discipline or kindness, there is a good chance that you will change beyond recognition. Why should impatience put this possibility in jeopardy? Start with one trait to maximize your chances of success. You can always come back later. Step 3: Set your Trait Up for the success of a loner not long in the wild. That's why we all have an insatiable disk to fit in. This is also why a strong influence
on your actions is the behavior of the people you hang out with. No matter how much you are forced to change, you will struggle if you surround yourself with lazy people. Every time you start to progress, your subconscious will try to drag you back according to the group. Conversely, it's hard not to be more disciplined, curious or grateful if the people you meet every day have these traits. Instead of
becoming an outsider, you naturally take steps to fit into their characters. The result is that if you don't have the character traits you want, there's a good chance that the people around you don't have it either. But if you want to develop it, you have to do everything you can to change that equation. Change the area you live in, the work you work in, the books you read, the places where you hang out or the
hobbies you enjoy. Look for ways to spend time with people you'd love to share with. Do it offline, do it online. Do it one, three, then five days a week. Just do it. Hire yourself for success and you will surf right on the beach. Fight with the current and you are in for a long, tiring swim. Step 4: Make your Trait a habit. As with the hacking habit, one of the most powerful ways to develop a character trait is to
track it. This creates focus, clarity and accountability that need to see long-term change. But to assess whether you have been loving today is difficult. Even if you could do it, it would mean overwhelming ✘ tracker before you could say you've worked out a trait. These ✘ would hide the really useful details of your progress. Will it make more sense to track individual cases to be simple or loyal as a way of
measuring your height? You don't have to. The catch here is that. Even if you you 50 cases of loyalty today, you can ignore 100 cases of disloyalty that have also taken place. To make things simple, it is more useful to consider negative cases of character, not positives. So you can be sure that you avoid being the person you don't want to be. The practical solution is to have every night, review the day and
take note every time you fail to live up to the traits. To keep this in mind better, you can use tracking time to help run through memory. As you string more and more days together, your tracker will look like something like this: Over time, you will start spotting trends in your actions. Without thinking about it, you naturally make arrangements to improve your behavior. You will also get a much better idea of
what the character trait in question really means to you. The last word of advice: Remember that when dealing with a character trait, you don't change one habit. You're changing thousands of them. What's more, habits that are crucial to your traits can also be most deeply ingrained and unconscious. Rooting them will take time. That's why you have to be patient with yourself and keep on it. In due course,
you won't be able to get to know the person you once were. Step 5: Repeat the process. Once you've got a good hold on one character trait (or if your priorities go to another area of your life), feel free to start working on the following. If you're using a values tracker in TRACKTION Planner or FREE performance templates, move existing features to one space to the right and start tracking your new feature
in the left column. Over time, you can grow your list of features to five active targets at a time. Some of them can take months, if not years, to develop. If you are overwhelmed, do not be afraid to cut down to one character trait. And don't worry if it takes a long time to make progress. Although the process is simple, changing character is not easy. But rewards when you get there are worth it. Living Your
Personality Traits: Next Action Here's It! We've covered everything you need to transform your character traits. What to do next? Simply: List all the character traits from the list of good TAoL traits that you would be happy to work on; List people who inspire you and add your best features to your list; Choose one character trait that will most change your life; (If you have completed the Wheel of Life on page
6 of trackTION Planner, your one trait should relate to your lowest life scoring area.) Make a list of people you know who can sabotage or support your progress; Set up actions to spend more time with supportive people; Open the TRACKTION planner on page 8; Write your new character trait in the first tracker column Add four more traits to the rest of the columns; Set targets for the week ahead; and
decide to act as if you have already embodied your main character trait. That's all there is to it! As I said on on The beginning of this guide: the only difference between you and your characters is character. When you reforge your nature, you will find their steps surprisingly easy to follow. There is no effective approach to this than tracking character traits. So work! ➡️ Download TAoL performance templates
FREE. ➡️ Get your first TRACKTION planner. ➡️ work out the checklist above. ➡️ leave a comment and tell me what character trait you will work with. And remember, You can't dream of yourself as a character; You have to hammer and forge one yourself. - James Anthony Froude Frequently asked questions Examples of negative character traits include Apathetic, Bossy, Cruel, Dishonest and Envious. For
more version download the full list of character traits above. For more, check out our full list of more than 800 positive, neutral and negative character traits. Some examples of personality traits include things like altruistic, brave, caring, diligent and ethical. For more ideas, check out our full list of over 800 positive, neutral and negative character traits. The list of character traits is a useful syd, for example,
for writers, game designers, or people trying to improve their own characters. Some examples of character traits include Ambitious, Benevolent, Compassionate, Resolute, Enthusiasm, Forgiveness and Gritty. For more ideas, check out our full list of over 800 positive, neutral and negative character traits. Examples of positive character traits include altruistic, brave, caring, diligent and ethical. For more
ideas, check out our full list of over 800 positive, neutral and negative character traits. A person's character is determined by his habits of thinking, speech and acting. This is especially true when people are under pressure, as they are more likely to show their true colors. Good news? Character traits are like habits. You can change them quite easily when you know how. Want to know more? Check out this
final step-by-step guide to hacking your character. The more positive character traits a person constantly lives, the better and more reliable his character becomes. To develop a good character then, you have to choose positive core values and work hard to live by them. Want a long list of positive character traits and a step-by-step guide to creating a good character? Check out this ultimate guide. Bad
character is the opposite of a good character. The more negative character traits a person lives, the worse his character becomes. If you don't actively work on creating your character, you won't know about the negative character traits you may have acquired. Want list of character traits and step-by-step guides to become more like your heroes? Check out this ultimate guide. There are hundreds of
common character traits that you will see at work in your favorite fictional characters and real acquaintances. Some examples of commonalities include things like competitive, emotional, rational, skeptical and practical. For The For ideas, check out our complete list of over 800 positive, neutral and negative character traits. Metrics →← Fast Start Home list of positive and negative character traits pdf. list of
positive and negative character traits. list of positive and negative character traits with definitions. list of positive and negative characteristics. list of positive and negative character. list of positive negative and neutral character traits. list and categorize positive and negative characteristics of the buyer’s job. list two examples of positive and negative dating characteristics
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